Turn and helical peptide spacers: combined distance and angular dependencies in the exciton-coupled circular dichroism of intramolecularly interacting bis-porphyrins.
In a previous study we examined by the exciton-coupled circular dichroic method the distance effect generated by three-rigid-turn and helical-peptide spacers. In this connection porphyrins were confirmed to be excellent reporter chromophores. In the present investigation we have completed this research by expanding the original analysis to the assessment of the combined role of the chromophore distance and orientation with use of the same porphyrin derivatives and additional four analogous spacers of different main-chain lengths. We find that not only the intramolecular separation of the chromophores, but the angular dependence between the directions of their effective transition moments as well, are responsible for the onset and modulation of the intensity of the exciton-coupling phenomenon of the porphyrin Soret band.